College of Liberal Arts

Dr. Tyson King-Meadows (Dean) - tkingmeadows@nsu.edu
Dr. Chinedu Okala (Associate Dean) - cgokala@nsu.edu
Dr. Soji Akomolafe (Political Science) - oakomolafe@nsu.edu
Dr. Harlan Zachery (Visual and Performing Arts) - hzachery@nsu.edu
Dr. William Hart (Mass Communications and Journalism) - wbhart@nsu.edu
Dr. Karen Holmes (Psychology) - kyholmes@nsu.edu
Dr. E. Arnold Modlin (History and Interdisciplinary Studies) - eamodlin@nsu.edu
Dr. Carlene Turner (Sociology) - cmtturner@nsu.edu
Dr. Michele Rozga (English and Foreign Languages) - merozga@nsu.edu

School of Business

Dr. Moncef Belhadjali (Interim Dean) - mbelhadjali@nsu.edu
Dr. Macki Sissoko (Associate Dean) – mssisoko@nsu.edu
Mr. Larry Epplein – (Tourism and Hospitality) – leeplein@nsu.edu
Ms. Sylvia Brooks – (Director of Academic Advising and Tutoring Services) - sbrooks@nsu.edu

School of Education

Dr. Denelle Wallace (Dean) – dlwallace@nsu.edu
Dr. Cynthia Nicholson (Associate Dean) – csnicholson@nsu.edu
Dr. Kathy Thomas (Health, Physical Education and Exercise Science) – kthomas@nsu.edu
Dr. Kianga Thomas (Early Childhood, Elementary and Special Education Department) – krtomas@nsu.edu

College of Science, Engineering and Technology

Dr. Michael Keeve (Dean) - mkkeeve@nsu.edu
Dr. Michael Khan (Associate Dean) - makhan@nsu.edu
Dr. Ashley Haines – (Biology) – ahaines@nsu.edu
Dr. George Miller (Chemistry) – gemiller@nsu.edu
Dr. Samuel Olutunbosun (Computer Science) – sbolutunbosun@nsu.edu
Dr. Patricia Mead (Engineering) – pmead@nsu.edu
Dr. Ana Vivas Barber (Mathematics) – alvivas@nsu.edu
Dr. Jamila Martin (Nursing and Allied Health) – jmartin@nsu.edu
Dr. Marie St. Rose (Nursing and Allied Health) – mstrose@nsu.edu
Mr. Doyle Temple (Physics) – datemple@nsu.edu
Dr. Carray Banks (Technology) – cbanks@nsu.edu

School of Social Work

Dr. Isiah Marshall (Dean) - imarshall@nsu.edu
Mrs. Kristen Erickson (Associate Dean) – kserickson@nsu.edu
Dr. Breshell Nevels (MSW Program Director) – binevels@nsu.edu
Dr. Viola Vaughan-Eden (PhD Program) - vvaughan-eden@nsu.edu